From: "Wink, Joan" <Joan.Wink@sdbor.edu>
Subject: 20X30 jpg
Date: December 1, 2017 at 11:30:37 AM CST
To: Susan Henley Spreitzer <susan@excellentwebs.com>

This size is perfect - I do not feel the need to go larger.  I will follow your instructions TODAY!  Yea!  

Thanks so much.
Joan

Begin forwarded message:
From: Susan Henley Spreitzer <susan@excellentwebs.com>
Subject: Re: (one more thing) dates: Updated.
Date: December 1, 2017 at 10:04:28 AM CST
To: "Wink, Joan" <Joan.Wink@sdbor.edu>

I don't know that the .pdf will work.  Attached is the 20x30 .jpg file that I used.  They also offer 24x36, so let me know if that is what you would like so I can adjust the size of the .jpg on my end to maintain the clarity.

Go to Walgreens.com > Photo > Posters > Posters.  Follow the prompts and upload the .jpg.  At checkout, use promocode TURKEYPIC (expires tomorrow) and save 40%.  Walgreen's will ship.  Walgreen's also offers in-store pickup for these.

I'm glad Missy will get to see the poster, too!
________________________________

Susan Henley Spreitzer, CAP, OM, CAW
Web Designer
Susan Henley Design
ExcellentWebs.com
916.920.2791
________________________________

unknown.jpg ¬

On Dec 1, 2017, at 7:45 AM, Wink, Joan <Joan.Wink@sdbor.edu> wrote:
Susan,

I am absolutely thrilled with what you sent to me.  So kind/considerate, and I really appreciate it…and, you!  

Could I take the pdf to Walgreen’s and have one made for Missy?  I am guessing that I would just need to follow the prompts.  She would be so thrilled, too.

I doubt I’ll get Christmas cards made this year, but I’m guessing I’ll get this done for Missy.  ;-)

Thanks a lot.

Hope you send me an invoice, so I can pay you in December before the close of the year.  THX.
Joan


On Nov 29, 2017, at 11:48 AM, Susan Henley Spreitzer <susan@excellentwebs.com> wrote:
This is done.  Take care!
________________________________

Susan Henley Spreitzer, CAP, OM, CAW
Web Designer
Susan Henley Design
ExcellentWebs.com
916.920.2791
________________________________


On Nov 28, 2017, at 5:07 PM, Wink, Joan <Joan.Wink@sdbor.edu> wrote:
Thanks, please see Molly’s note below re: “placeholder.”
Thanks for doing this.


Begin forwarded message:
From: "Weisgram, Molly" <Molly.Weisgram@sdbor.edu>
Subject: RE: dates: Updated.
Date: November 28, 2017 at 4:20:15 PM MST
To: "Rush, Mike" <Mike.Rush@sdbor.edu>, "Wink, Joan" <Joan.Wink@sdbor.edu>

Joan,
 
May 2 is only a placeholder. It may or may not be the actual date. Maybe you want to add “(placeholder)” behind the date??
 
Molly
 







